
Notes from Quiet Routes South Edinburgh Primary Schools meeting  
06102020 - Zoom - 8pm - 9pm 
 
In attendance 
Ewen (JGPS) 
Brendan (SMPS) 
Ed (JGPS) 
Slim (Sciennes) 
Michaela (St Peters) 
Gurpinder (BPS) 
Ange (SMPS) 
 
Notes: 
Ewen - overview of background to Quiet Routes - trying to get rid of 'rat runs' 
'Dutch-style' quieter routes for cycling and walking; also enhances sense of community as 
people feel safer being out in the streets; can also reduce congestion more generally so could 
be better for car-drivers too. 
 
Spaces for People essentially adopted some of the proposals so we need to get behind this 
work. 
 
Proposals being considered in Council Transport and Environment Committee in November - to 
be voted on for acceptance 
 
Slim updated that proposal for funding for Sustrans proposals till Q1 2021 
 
BUT Quiet Routes stuff is part of Spaces for People is (slightly) separate and will be voted in 
November. 
 
Claire Miller (Councillor) can invite a deputation of parents 
 
SMPC asking PC to support a motion to support SfP 
GL - co-signed letter plus NUMBERS of emails into Councillor emails 
Double pronged approach 
 
Could we do a press release - do we have journos in our networks / schools? 
 
EM in process of writing an article for Pedal on Parliament 
 
MJ needs to check with PC - as do all of the schools 
BP suggested putting a paper (probably the same one) to PCs in order to gain consent for the 
motion prior to the deputation 
 
GL not 'us vs them' - leave trunk roads for cars, residential streets for safer active travel 
 
BP - streets safe for our school; and can't have a situation where all those who would have used 
bus feel they have to go by car - need to encourage active travel. 
 
GL - is there an easy way to get parents to send emails (eg template emails) 
 
AR suggested that it is better (from govt perspective) to have tailored emails otherwise they are 



viewed as part of a campaign 
 
SG asked if a petition would help 
 
General consensus that tailored emails are better. 
 

Action: All 
Promote tailored emails amongst parent communities to send to local councillors 
Ensure PCs agree to co-sign a letter 
Investigate PR / media coverage. 

 
EH important to sell these schemes as improving PLACE (improved greenery, playing in streets, 
community, reduced noise, less pollution etc) 
 
SG has Parent Council meeting - asks for a brief paragraph 
 

Action: EM to provide overview of provenance and timeline of development of these 
proposals (incl titles of schemes) 

 
MJ need to be sensitive to the choice of wording given the sensitivities around some of the 
proposals and the misconceptions that the council are pushing through prior agendas 
MJ also anecdotally talking about positive benefits already on Sciennes Road as contrasted with 
schools where this has not yet happened (eg St Peters) 
 
Could we push for GREEN SIGNS welcoming pedestrians and cyclists rather than RED NO 
ENTRY signs - aesthetically more pleasing as well as more positive 
 
Round table update 
 
AR - Don't have School Streets and nothing is preventing cars from driving along, so is quite 
dangerous - would like to learn more about how we go about getting the School Street closures 
implemented. 
Have also talked about Walking Buses but not yet progressed. 
Haven't talked about Cycle Buses at all so interested as to how JGPS and Sciennes have done 
this 
 
EM (with thanks to Slim too) - cycle buses - you need sizeable pool of parent volunteers. Every 
time JGPS have done this they have had to get extra, non-parent volunteers. 
Need to get the Council to override traffic lights during this time. 
Also need to consider points at the beginning to congregate. 
EM has Council contacts to help arrange this 
 
RC updated on BPS informal walking buses 
 
EM - JGPS considering asking retired / student PVG checked people to volunteer to monitor 
walking buses but haven't yet progressed. 
 
EH updated that Cannan Lane is part of SfP scheme ('no motor vehicles - access only') - may 
not work on its own but in combination with modal filters 
Also traffic reduction scheme on Newbattle Terrace - have put in lights to make it one way (like 
on Viewforth Bridge) which might be putting motor vehicles off 



 
Action: BP and MJ to discuss separately due to shared interest on Canaan Lane 
 
Action: RC to schedule quarterly catch-ups for this group to discuss progress / ideas etc 
 


